Nextrend Furniture and FLAT Technologies combine the
principles of table base design with cutting edge
technology.
Flat Tech Bases Self Adjusting and Levelling Table Bases

Nextrend Furniture has made history by launching and installing the world’s very first self-stabilising table base, which uses cutting edge alignment
technology. Thanks to award-winning technology courtesy of FLAT, wobbling is eliminated by Flat Tech Bases even on the least stable of surfaces,
enabling multiple table tops to be flawlessly aligned. Alignment and table stability are two big issues faced by F&B establishments like bars, cafes,
restaurants and pubs in Australia.
Now, customers at Australian F&B businesses need not worry about unstable tables causing drink spillage. Businesses can enjoy greater customer
approval, and staff are now free from having to spend time trying to stabilise tables with beer mats or handling related tirades from customers.
Nextrend Furniture’s General Manager Peter McCorkell is proud that Nextrend is always pushing the envelope of furniture design and technology.
He says, “Nextrend Furniture has always been a pioneer in the use of design, materials, finishes and innovative technologies, often being the first to
use and market them. We consistently meet our customers’ high expectations of great products which solve their problems at affordable prices.
Working together with FLAT has been thrilling, and has enabled us to provide high quality tables that remain stable on even the most uneven surfaces,
enabling pubs and restaurants to eliminate a persistent problem.”
FLAT technology enables you to: Reduce the number of customer complaints, as well as the volume of refunds you have to make and the overall
negative impact on your business. Reduce the amount of time spent on aligning and stabilising tables. Improve sales by maximising space and the
number of customers therein. Boost flexibility and easily move tables around, which enables individuals and groups of all sizes to use the space
effectively. Stabilise your tables just by pressing the table top. Boost stability with internal locks. Align table tops perfectly. Enjoy highly durable tables
which go beyond international standards for durability, safety, strength and stability. Install your new tables in seconds without having to use any tools.

Tired of wobbly tables? Flat Technology has the answers to your problems. This multi-award-winning technology enables you to stabilise, align and
level your table tops in a flash. To speak with us and check out our entire collection of FLAT table bases,
visit https://nextrend.com.au/product-category/tables/flat-technology-bases or Call (07) 3257 7272
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